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1 Important Information

 IMPORTANT

Important information about your
health and safety is available in the
Health and Safety Information
application on the HOME Menu.
You should also thoroughly read the
Operations Manual, especially the
"Health and Safety Information"
section, before using Nintendo 3DS
software.

Please read this manual carefully
before using this software. If the
software is to be used by young
children, the manual should be read
and explained to them by an adult.

♦ Unless stated otherwise, any
references to "Nintendo 3DS" in
this manual apply to all systems in
the Nintendo 3DS™ family.

♦ When playing on a
Nintendo 2DS™ system, features
which require closing the
Nintendo 3DS system can be
simulated by using the sleep
switch.

The in-game language depends on
the one that is set on the system.
This title supports eight different
languages: English, German, French,
Spanish, Italian, Dutch, Portuguese
and Russian.
You can change the in-game

Language Selection



language by changing the language
setting of your system. For
instructions about how to change the
system language, please refer to the
System Settings electronic manual.

For age rating information for this
and other software, please consult
the relevant website for the age
rating system in your region.

www.pegi.info
PEGI (Europe):

USK (Germany):
www.usk.de

Classification Operations Branch
(Australia):
www.classification.gov.au

OFLC (New Zealand):
www.classificationoffice.govt.nz

Age Rating Information

Russia:
minsvyaz.ru/ru/documents/

Advisories

This software (including any digital
content or documentation you
download or use in connection with
this software) is licensed by
Nintendo only for personal and
non-commercial use on your
Nintendo 3DS system. Your use of
any network services of this
software is subject to the
Nintendo 3DS Service User
Agreement and Privacy Policy,



which includes the Nintendo 3DS
Code of Conduct. 

Unauthorised reproduction or use is
prohibited.
This software contains copy
protection technology to prevent
reproduction and copying of
content.
Your Nintendo 3DS system and
software are not designed for use
with any existing or future
unauthorised technical modification
of the hardware or software or the
use of any unauthorised device in
connection with your Nintendo 3DS
system.
After the Nintendo 3DS system or
any software is updated, any
existing or future unauthorised
technical modification of the
hardware or software of your
Nintendo 3DS system, or the use of
any unauthorised device in
connection with your Nintendo 3DS
system, may render your
Nintendo 3DS system permanently
unplayable. Content deriving from
the unauthorised technical
modification of the hardware or
software of your Nintendo 3DS
system may be removed. 

This software, instruction manual
and other written materials
accompanying the software are
protected by domestic and
international intellectual property
laws. 



Trademarks are property of their
respective owners. Nintendo 3DS is
a trademark of Nintendo.

©2015 Nintendo Co., Ltd.
Developed by ALPHADREAM

CTR-P-AYNP-00



2 About amiibo

♦ Each amiibo can only hold game
data for one software title at a
time. In order to create new game
data on an amiibo that already has
data saved on it from another
game, you must first delete the
existing game data. You can do
this by going to the HOME Menu

 ⇒ amiibo Settings.

Your amiibo aren't just for show. You
can use NFC (near-field
communication) to connect them to
compatible software and play with
them in the game.
For more information, visit:
- amiibo.nintendo.eu (Europe)
- amiibo.nintendo.com.au (Australia/
New Zealand)

This software support .
You can use compatible amiibo™
accessories by touching them to the
Touch Screen of a New
Nintendo 3DS/New Nintendo 3DS XL
system.

 s

 ⇒



A light touch on the Touch Screen is
enough for the system to detect
your amiibo. Do not press the amiibo
into the screen or forcefully drag it
across the screen.

IMPORTANT

♦ An amiibo can be read by multiple
compatible software titles.

♦ If the data on your amiibo
becomes corrupted and cannot be
restored, go to the HOME Menu

 ⇒ amiibo Settings and
reset the data.

 ⇒

.metsys SD2
/LX SD3/SD3 odnetniN a htiw
obiima esu ot deriuqer si retirW
/redaeR CFN SD3 odnetniN ehT



3 Introduction

Mario & Luigi™: Paper Jam Bros.
is an action RPG in which Mario
and Luigi join forces with Mario's
paper alter ego. When the paper
Princess Peach and her two-
dimensional subjects fall out of a
mysterious book, it's up to you
to get them back safely to their
own world!



4 Starting the Game

Select "Start" t
open the file an
start playing

♦ You can also choose and
confirm menu items by tapping
them.

Choose the fil
you'd like to use
When you'v
selected a file, th
Selection Menu wi
be displayed.

On the title screen, tap "Start
Game" or press  to start.
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♦ If there's already data in the
file which is being copied to,
it will be overwritten.

Copy the data of the selected
file into the other file slot.

Delete the selected file.

♦ Please be very careful when
deleting data. Once data is
deleted, it cannot be
restored.
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5 About Save Data

● When creating a character
card (p. 21) using an amiibo.

● When attempting a Battle Ring
or Attackathon challenge.
(p. 24)

Game progress will be
automatically saved in the
following situations:

While on the Field Screen (p. 6),
touch "Save" to bring up the
Save Screen, where you can
save your game progress.
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6 The Field Screen

This represents the remaining
health of Mario and company.

The action that will be performed
when you press // (p. 8).
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Tap here to display the Menu
Screen (p. 20).

Switch the actions (p. 8) that
Mario and his companions will
perform.

Tap here to save your progress
through the game.

Shows information about the
surrounding area. You can zoom
in or out by tapping, or touch
and drag to move around the
map.
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Use the Dash actio
(p. 8) to get on top
Then you'll execute 
huge jump

Jump onto or walk int
a pipe to be transporte
to another location

Bash them from underneath and
see what happens!
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7 Navigating the Field

When the  icon appears, press
any of /// to proceed to
the next message.

Press ,  or  to perform an
action (p. 8) with the character
corresponding to that button.

Use  to move Mario and
company around.

Move Mario
Luigi and Pape
Mario aroun
the field to ge
from place t
place.
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You can move around the map
usin

♦ If you don't have enough
items to recover completely,
you'll recover as much as
possible using the items you
do have.

Pre  to recover all your HP,
 to recover all your BP

using items.

When playing on a New
Nintendo 3DS or New
Nintendo 3DS XL, you can use
its extra inputs to do the
following things.

♦ There are some scenes that
can't be fast-forwarded.

While the  icon is displayed,
you can hold  to fast-forward
through the scene.
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8 Actions

Jumping can help yo
reach higher places
and also hit blocks

These actions are performed by
a single character.

♦ Some actions will
automatically become active
when you approach a
character or an object.

Press /, or tap one of the
action icons such as  on the
Field Screen, to switch between
the different actions Mario and
his companions can perform.

Press  to perform an action
with Mario,  to perform an
action with Luigi, or  to
perform an action with Paper
Mario.
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These actions are performed by
all three characters together.
♦ These actions will become

available as you progress
through the game.

♦ Only Paper Mario can slip
through gaps.

By investigating narrow gaps,
you can enter them to reach
new areas or see what's inside.

When this icon appears, press
the button to investigate the
object in front of you.

When this icon appears, press
the button to talk to the
character standing in front of
you.

Swing your hammer t
destroy rocks an
blocks, or to hi
switches
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♦ There are more Trio Actions
besides these to discover!

Press →→ wit
good timing for 
powerful hammer attac
that can even destro
huge rocks.

♦ It's easiest to catch your
target if you press the button
whe  appears.

During quests wher
you have to captur
characters (p. 9), yo
can perform a slid
action by pressing // in the
middle of a dash.

Hold down  to ge
ready, then hold  i
any direction as yo
release  to star
dashing in that direction.

♦ You won't jump as high as
when jumping solo, but you'll
travel further.

Press  to make al
three characters jum
at once
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9 Quests

You'll find thes
helpful facilitie
throughout th
world, an
they'll offer yo
quests such as Paper Toad
Rescue.

♦ Touch "Info" on the lower
screen to view the quest's
objectives, or give up on a
quest for now.

♦ If you give up on a quest,
you'll return to where you
were before you started it.
Any progress made during the
quest will be lost.

♦ You can't save the game
during a quest.

Try to clear the quest's
objective by completing
minigames and performing
actions.

As you progres
through th
game, you'll b
able to take o
quests.
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These ar
special quest
where your go
is to rescu
Paper Toads. I
you rescue enough, something
good might happen...?
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10 Starting Battles

If an enemy touches you from
behind, you'll start the battle
with the Trip status (p. 16).

● Jump on an enemy
● Hit an enemy with your

hammer
● Dash into an enemy

If you touch an enemy in one of
the following ways, you'll
perform a preemptive attack,
dealing damage before the battle
starts.

When you touc
an enemy in th
field, a battl
will begin.
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11 Battling Enemies

♦ You'll be damaged yourself if
you jump on a spiked enemy!

Jump on an enemy to deal
damage.

♦ You can cancel selections
with .

Choose Command Blocks with 
and use the characters' action
buttons (//) to select and
perform actions.
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♦ Only Paper Mario can choose
the Copy and Trio Attack
blocks.

Use a special attack in which
Mario, Luigi and Paper Mario all
work together.

Create copies of Paper Mario.

♦ Only Mario and Luigi can
choose the Bros. Attack
block.

Use a special attack in which
Mario and Luigi work together.

Use an item to obtain useful
effects such as healing.

♦ When facing certain enemies,
such as bosses, you won't be
able to run.

Run from the battle.

♦ Your hammer can't reach
enemies in the air.

Whack an enemy with your
hammer.
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Tap here to view Expert
Challenge conditions and check
how many points you've
collected.

♦ When Paper Mario has made
copies of himself, the number
of remaining copies will be
displayed instead of his HP.

BP (Bros. Points) are used to
perform Bros. Attacks and Trio
Attacks.

♦ This Command Block will
appear when you're playing in
Easy Mode, or if you've had a
Game Over and selected
Retry.

View helpful tips about the
enemies you're fighting or
suggested strategies.
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If all your characters' HP
reaches zero, it's Game Over!
When this happens, you'll have
the following options.

♦ Once the battle is over, any
collapsed characters will be
revived with 1 HP.

Any character whos
HP reaches zero wil
collapse and be unabl
to battle

Tap here to view explanations of
the actions you can perform in
battle.
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12 Battle Actions

♦ Paper Mario can jump extra
high if you hold down his
action button.

Press the action butto
while an enemy i
attacking you to dodg
their attacks

Press the action butto
just as the characte
readies his hammer
and the attack will b
more powerful.

Press the action butto
just before you stom
on an enemy, an
you'll stomp on the
again!

You can attack enemies by
choosing Jump or Hammer.
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Hold  to make your characters
enter a defensive position. While
they're guarding, they'll take
less damage than normal.

If you time your actions just
right, you can stomp on enemies
or hit them with your hammer
while they're trying to attack
you.
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13 Paper Mario's Actions

♦ When there are multiple
enemies, you can attack them
at the same time!

Your copies wi
ready thei
hammers on
after another
Press  whe
they're all ready to attack, and
they'll deal more damage.

Press  just before yo
stomp on an enemy
and one of your copie
will follow up with a
additional attack. You can repeat
this for each copy!

Create copies of Pap
Mario, which will hel
him out in battle
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14 Bros. and Trio Attacks

The brother
take turns t
kick a Red Shel
dealing lots o
damage to the
enemies.

♦ You can't use a Bros. Attack
if one of the brothers has run
out of HP or is suffering from
a status effect.

These are performed by Mario
and Luigi together.

By consuming BP, you can use
these powerful moves in which
multiple characters work
together. They can deal large
amounts of damage, or damage
multiple enemies at once.
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The thre
characters hit 
ball around
dealing lots o
damage to the
enemies.

♦ You can't use a Trio Attack if
any of your characters has run
out of HP or is suffering from
a status effect.

These are performed by Mario,
Luigi and Paper Mario together.
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15 Battle Cards

Shows how many more Star
Points you need to earn before
this battle card will be available.
♦ If you already have enough

Star Points, "OK" will be
displayed here.

This shows how many Star
Points you'll need to use this
battle card.

You'll need these points to use
battle cards. You can earn them
by successfully attacking
enemies.

As you progress through the
game, you'll gain the ability to
use these special cards in battle
to boost your abilities or deal
damage to enemies.
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Touch a card and select "Flip
Over" to discard it, freeing up
that slot for a new card.

Touch a card to select it, then
touch it again to spend the
necessary Star Points and use it.

This is how many battle cards
are left in the deck, ready to be
drawn. If they run out, all the
cards you've used or discarded
will be reshuffled into a new
deck.
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16 Status Effects

A dizzy character can
take any actions

The character is unabl
to take any actions
and regularly take
damage

♦ Only characters made of
paper can be crumpled.

The character get
crumpled up and i
unable to move

If a character ha
tripped over, they won
be able to move unti
their own turn comes 
they get hit by an attack.

Certain enemy attacks can cause
you to be affl icted with status
effects. To recover from them,
try waiting a few turns or using
an item.
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♦ Only Paper Mario can be
afflicted with this status.

The character's copie
are all separated, an
can't form a stack for 
while
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17 Levelling Up

When you reac
certain levels, yo
rank will increase
and you can sele
a bonus effect t
obtain.

When you defeat an enemy,
you'll earn EXP (experience
points) and coins. Earn a certain
amount of EXP, and your level
will increase!
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♦ There are many more Rank Up
Bonuses to discover!
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18 Papercraft Basics

This is where you'll aim when
you use a Throw attack (p. 19).

Hit this with the Dash action
(p. 19) to obtain an HP-restoring
Mushroom.

As you progress through the
game, you'll sometimes have to
battle using giant papercraft
models.
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Tap here if you want to retry the
papercraft battle from the start,
or view the controls.

You can charge this gauge at
papercraft charge spots. This
power can then be used to
perform Dash and Throw actions.
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19 Battling Papercrafts

 is only available on New
Nintendo 3DS and New
Nintendo 3DS XL systems.

The goal of a papercraft battle is
to attack the boss and reduce its
HP to zero.
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Press  to dash a
enemies and slam int
them. You can also us
this to break blocks

3. The better your timing, the
faster your power gauge will
charge up!

2. In time wit
the rhythm
press  a
th
expandin
rings reach the blue area.

1. Move you
papercraf
onto 
papercraf
charge spot
The music will change, and
rings will start radiating from
the centre.

Follow these instructions to
charge your papercraft's energy!
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♦ Throw attacks work differently
for different papercrafts.

Press  to hurl you
papercraft at th
location of the curso
and damage enemies. 
you hit an enemy that's been
knocked over, it'll deal tons of
damage!
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20 Using the Menu

Tap here to use amiibo to create
character cards (p. 21).

♦ Menu options will become
available as you progress
through the game.

Pre  while you're out in
the field to bring up the Menu
Screen. From here, you can use
items, adjust your equipment,
and more.
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Organise the battle cards you
use in battle.

View your characters' current
abilities and equipment.

See a summary of the latest
events in the story, check out
notes on how to battle, or get in
some practice with the actions at
your disposal.

Look through the items you've
collected and use them.

Change which gear you have
equipped. You can switch
between characters using /.

Select whether to use Easy
Mode or not.
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View info such as how many
blocks you've hit or how many
Paper Toads you've rescued.
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21 Making Character Cards

♦ All amiibo of these characters
are compatible, regardless of
their specific designs. For
instance, both the Mario
amiibo from the Super Mario™
Collection and the Mario
amiibo from the Super Smash
Bros.™ Collection can be used
as a "Mario amiibo" with this
game.

Mario, Luigi, Peach, Toad, Yoshi
and Bowser amiibo are
compatible with this game.

These are special cards that you
can use in battle. They can deal
massive damage to your
enemies, or even fully recover
your characters' HP.

As you progress through the
game, you'll gain the ability to
create character cards using
amiibo.
♦ You can register amiibo even

before this.
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Use special ? Cards, obtained in
battle or from certain Toads, to
create character cards by
following these steps.

Select this option to look at the
character cards saved to an
amiibo.

♦ When using an amiibo with
this game for the first time,
you'll need to select
"Register amiibo".

♦ If you're using an amiibo for
the first time ever, you'll also
need to register an owner and
nickname in amiibo Settings.

Tap "amiibo" o
the Menu Scree
to open the amiib
menu. Here, yo
can register ne
amiibo and create or view
character cards.
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♦ If you cancel the saving
process, you'll get the ?
Card you used back.
However, if the saving
process fails for some
reason, the ? Card will be
lost.

3. Scan the amiibo again to save
your new character card.

2. Scan an amiibo and then
remove it to create a
character card.

1. Select a ? Card to use.
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♦ You can only make a sparkle
card once a day.

You can use this option if you
have two amiibo of the same
character. If the two amiibo both
have the same character card
saved to them, one will become
a sparkle card and grow more
powerful.
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22 Using Character Cards

2. Choose 
character car
to use from th
list

1. During a battle, tap
"Character Card", then scan
the amiibo you want to use.

To use your character cards,
follow these steps.
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23 Beating Tough Foes

If you start the battle with a
preemptive attack, it'll be much
easier to win. If you let an
enemy touch you from behind,
though, you'll start the battle
tripped over, so be careful!

The gear you collect doesn't
have any effect if you don't
equip it. Open the menu and
select "Gear", then make sure
you've got your best gear
equipped!

If you're finding enemies too
hard, your characters' levels
might be too low. Try fighting
easier enemies to earn more
EXP, then face the tougher ones
once your levels are a bit higher.
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Character cards have powerful
effects, and you don't even
need Star Points to use them.
You can use one per type of
amiibo in each battle, so take
advantage of them to avoid
sticky situations!

You can use battle cards any
number of times, so don't
hesitate to take advantage of
them once you've got enough
Star Points!

♦ There are some battles you
can't run from.

If you feel sure you're going to
lose a battle, it might be a good
idea to run away!

Only Jump attacks can reach
enemies in the air, and only
Hammer attacks are effective
against enemies with spikes.
Make sure to choose the right
attack for the situation.
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24 Fun Things to Do

Play remixed versions of Bros.
Attacks and Trio Attacks, and
see how high a score you can
get!

Face off against bosses you've
beaten in the past.

As you progress through the
game, you'll come across a
place called Lakitu Arcade where
you can play minigames. Use the
skills you've honed in battle to
show what you can do in the
following challenges!
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♦ You can see how many of
these spots you've uncovered
under Collection in the menu.

If you dig down unde
certain suspicious spot
in the field, you ca
find beans that wil
boost your characters' abilities.
They can be found all over the
world, so keep an eye out!
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25 How to Contact Us

For product information, please visit
the Nintendo website at:
www.nintendo.com/countryselector

For technical support and
troubleshooting, please refer to the
Operations Manual for your
Nintendo 3DS system or visit:
support.nintendo.com


